PROGRAM

The Second China-EU Symposium on Gender Equality under HPPD

(31 October Draft)

I. Basic Information

Title: The Second China-EU Symposium on Gender Equality under HPPD

Time: 14:30-17:00, 14 Nov 2017 (Tuesday)

Venue: Xijiao State Guest Hotel, Shanghai

Language: Chinese and English (simultaneous interpretation)

II. Participants

Scale: 100 persons (China side 70; EU side 30)

Main guests from China side: President (China) of China-EU HPPD; representatives of the ACWF, Shanghai Municipal Women’s Federation and relevant government agencies of Shanghai; professionals and experts; university students; female entrepreneurs, and etc.

Main guests from EU side: President (EU) of China-EU HPPD; representatives of the EWL and European Commission; diplomats of Consulate Generals of European countries in Shanghai; professionals and experts; European Chamber of Commerce representatives in Shanghai; university students and female Entrepreneurs of European countries in China, and etc.

III. Theme: Boosting Employment and Entrepreneurship of Young Women

Panel 1: Policies and Measures Boosting Employment and Entrepreneurship of Young Women

Panel 2: Work-Life Balance

IV. Program

Part 1: 14:30-15:00

Moderator: one leader from the ACWF

14:30-14:35 moderator announcing the opening and introducing Presidents (China
and EU side) of China-EU HPPD

14:35-14:50 Speeches delivered by Presidents (China and EU side) of China-EU HPPD (8 minutes each)
EU side: Mr Tibor Navracsics, EU Commissioner on Education, Culture, Youth and Sports

14:50-15:00 group photo (China-EU HPPD Presidents, ACWF and EWL leaders, leaders from Shanghai and young female entrepreneurs)

15:00 China-EU HPPD Presidents venue transfer

15:00-15:15 rest (showing a video on women in China and the Belt and Road Initiative)

**Part 2: 15:15-17:00**

Moderator: leader from Shanghai Municipal Women’s Federation

15:15-15:35 key note speeches delivered by leaders of the ACWF and the EWL (10 minutes each)

China side: <blank> Vice President and Member of the Secretariat of the ACWF

EU side: Ms Annelies Pierrot Buls, EWL Executive Member

15:40-16:50 Panel Session

Moderator: <blank>, hostess of International Chanel Shanghai (ICS)

Panel 1: Policies and Measures Boosting Employment and Entrepreneurship of Young Women

4-5 panelists, from both Chinese side and EU side, each panelist has 3 minutes for view statement and followed by question&answer session.

- 2 Chinese panelists are from Shanghai Human Resource and Social Security Bureau, expert on female employment studies.

- <blank>, EWL Board Member (6 minutes)

Panel 2: Work Life Balance

5 panelists from both Chinese side and EU side, each panelist has 3 minutes for view statement and followed by question&answer session.

- 3 Chinese panelists are female entrepreneurs from emerging industry, modern service industry and science and technology sector.

- 1 EU panelist from Fudan University or Shanghai Foreign Language College

- Ms <blank>, EWL Executive Member

- Ms <blank>, Senior Policy and Advocacy Coordinator of EWL
16:50-17:00 Closing remarks delivered by President of Shanghai Municipal Women’s Federation